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FW YYC FLOWER WALLS YYC 
 

 

FW YYC INSTALLATION GUIDE 
 

 

Installing our Flower Walls are simple. We can set up our Flower Walls in under 10 minutes. But of 
course, we do it all the time! So, we have created the following step by step instructions to help you set 
up your wall. 

MATERIALS 

• 8ftx8ft = (4) flower panels 
• 8ftx10ft = (5) flower panels 
• 8ftx12ft = (6) flower panels 
• Pipe Base = (2) 
• Adjustable Vertical Poles = (2) 
• Adjustable Support Crossbar (Horizontal bar) = (1) 
• Rubber Base Weights = (2) optional 
• A chair or step ladder 
• Recommended 2-person team 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Take your 2 pipe bases and place them on the ground where you want your flower wall to be. 
Tip, use a measuring tape so that they are apart the same width of your flower wall size. For 
example, if you rented an 8ft wall, the bases should be 8ft apart. 

2. Next, take your 2 vertical poles and insert them into the pipe base so that they are standing up 
3. Grab your support cross bar on place it on the ground in front of your pipe bases 
4. Roll out your flower wall panels in front of the pipe bases. The flower panels will be facing 

upwards, and the back fabric panels will be on the ground. At the end of the fabric panels, there 
is a loop opening for the crossbar to slide through. Make sure that when you are placing the 
panels on the ground the loops are all at the same end. This way you can easily slide the 
crossbar through in step 7. 

5. To make step 9 easier, ensure that both of the zipper clasps are slid up to the top of the wall 
where the crossbar loop is. This will allow you to easily zip the flower wall together later. 

6. Next, fold over the flower wall panel by 0.5 foot to expose where the loops so you can easily feed 
the crossbar through each panel. 

7. Grab your cross bar. There is a button stop that locks the width and allows you to adjust the 
length of the bar. Push the button and either increase or decrease the width of the bar. You can 
one feed it through all the panel loops. 
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8. The next step works best with 2 people. Pick up the pole at each end. One at a time, use the 
crossbar end hooks to easily slip into one of the 4 slots in the vertical pole. 

9. Walk around to the back of the flower all. You will want to secure the zippers. Thanks to step 5, 
link the zippers together and pull the zipper downwards. Repeat this until all the zippers are 
closed about halfway down the panel. 

10. It’s now time to increase the height of both vertical poles. There is no release button, you simply 
grab the pole at the top and pull the bar up to your desired height. We recommend 3 inches at a 
time untill your desired height. 

11. If you need to reduce the height of the vertical pole, the vertical poles contain 2 metal inserts at 
the top of the pole. You will need to simultaneously pinch the buttons and push up to release the 
stop. We suggest holding the pole that bears the panel weight in one hand and use the other 
hand to pinch the inserts. It will release fast, so ensure your fingers are secure from the pole 
sliding down. (This is also where two people come in handy) 

12. Once your wall is at its desired height, finish closing the remaining zippers so that they reach 
the ground. 

13. Lastly, secure the flower wall panels to the vertical poles using the fabric ties on each side of the 
panels. This will help to ensure the wall is secured and that there is minimal exposure of the 
pole. 

14. You’re done! We hope you love your Flower Wall. 

 

Please tag us on IG @flowerwallsyyc  

We'd love to see your photos! 


